H.E. Jan Bondy, Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary, Embassy of the Czech Republic.
Dr Vasileios Laopodis, Founder and President CulturePolis. His speech will focus on current trends in Creative and Cultural Economy on international and local level. He
will present two of the CulturePolis organisation initiatives in progress: 1. Online research on national level: ‘Citizens for Culture_CitizenTalks’ launched on September 2018 (
http://culturepolis.org/polites-gia-ton-politismo_citizentalks-h-nea-erevna-tis-culturepolis), and 2. International Educational Initiative ‘ForCulture- Cultural Education for All’,
based on the thematic axes: Managing Our Heritage with Local Community’,
Dr Vasileios Laopodis studied Physics in Athens, Informatics and Business Administration in Toulouse, France, and a PhD in Computer Science, Uni Paul Sabatier, Toulouse.
1988-2006, he served in the European Commission. Author of a number of articles and scientific papers books on IT and social issues impacts. Founder of CulturePolis
{culturepolis.org} (2006). Founding member and president of the Hellenic Society of Scientists & IT Professionals, Greece IBM Employees Association, Vice President at the
IT Center for Government Agencies, Vice President of Council of European Informatics Professional Societies, IFIP expert.
Dr Maria Shehade, Cultural Heritage Management Specialist, Association of Heritage Consultants (ESDIAPOK).The illicit trafficking of antiquities is one of the most serious
threats against the preservation of cultural heritage. The combating of this phenomenon as well as the efforts for locating and repatriating antiquities to their countries of
origin are some of the biggest challenges faced by the cultural sector internationally. Claims for the repatriation of antiquities have become multifaceted and extremely
complicated, involving many possible stakeholders.
Dr Maria Shehade has a degree in History and Archaeology, Uni of Athens. She holds an MA in Cultural Heritage Management from the Institute of Archaeology, and a PhD
in Heritage Management from the Institute for Sustainable Heritage. She has worked as a teaching assistant at UCL, a guest lecturer at the Uni of Nicosia and a Special
Scientist at the Cyprus Uni of Technology. She has also contributed to research projects in the UK, Cyprus and Greece.
Mrs Nagehan Uskan, Artistic Director/Film Critic Istanbul Silent Cinema Day and Board member of Which Human Rights. The speech will be about the difficult tasks
encountered while organizing independent film festivals in Istanbul, Turkey the last 10 years, characterized by a progressive crackdown on censorship and funding to
cultural and artistic activities. The speech will be mostly based on my personal experience with two film festivals dealing with human rights and social issues, and the
organization of a Silent film Festival that, despite its wide international recognition, has been encountering serious financial issues due to the limited amount of funding
provided by local institutions and private sponsors.
Mrs Nagehan Uskan studied cinema at the Universities of Bologna and Lyon 2, and is currently a PhD Candidate in Sociology, researching on the topic of activism and
documentary cinema in Turkey. She is a member of the organizing committees of Documentarist and “Which Human Rights”. She is also active in the field of documentary
film production.
Mrs Georgia Tsouderou, Coordinator and Cultural Management Specialist.The Labirinto: Culture e Civilta’ Mediterranee non-profit Association was founded in 2016 to
promote cultural and educational projects and partnerships in the Mediterranean. Our activities concern the Cultural Residencies’ and the Artistic Residencies’ programs in
Greece. Cultural residencies’ program is an 8-day itinerary staying for Italian visitors on Crete. They are asked to go back into history for visiting sites, monuments and some
personal stories of people living during the Greek -Roman empire State, the Venetian settlement and the Second World War on Crete. For further information on activities
Labirinto: Culture e Civilta’ Mediterranee invites you to visit our site: www.labirintoculturacivilta.org or visit the blog site: https://bodyoftheword.blogspot.com.
Mrs Georgia Tsouderou studied Philosophy, University of Bologna, she achieved an M.A. in Philosophy, University of Crete, and a Ph.D in Comparative Literature Studies,
department of Philology, University of Peloponnese. She is the leader of Labirinto: Culture e Civilta’ Mediterranee nonprofit Association.

Mrs Chistiana Gardikioti - CWO, “The Meraki People” and “Blue Economy”, Encouraging Communities.

Mr Giorgos Tziallas, Greek Tourist Organisation, General Secretary of Policy in Tourism and Development.Civil Engineer (University of Patras, Greece) with a Master's
Degree (M.Sc.) in Urban and Regional Planning (University of Tennessee at Knoxville, USA). He has a twenty-five year 23-24 May 2017 Megaron Athens International
Conference Centre) Megaron Athens International Conference Centre www.PosidoniaSeaTourism.com Professional experience in management consulting, specializing in the
fields of local and regional development, tourism development and planning, as well as in the management, monitoring and evaluation of EU Programmes and projects, in
Greece and abroad. He has worked in senior positions in management consulting firms for more than twenty years, and was a member of the Board of Directors of the
Hellenic Association of Management Consulting Firms (SESMA). He has been the project manager of large-scale technical assistance projects at national and EU level and
has an excellent knowledge of the Greek public

Mr Dimitris Spyrou, Artistic Director of the Olympia International Film Festival, The Olympia International Film Festival for Children and Young People, this year celebrates
its entrance into its third decade of creative activity in the field of Children’s and Youth’s Cinema and of Film Education. This year’s festival will take place from the 1st to the
8th of December, in Pyrgos, Amaliada and other towns of the Region of Western Greece. About 70 professional films on childhood and youth will be screened along with
another 100 films screened in tributes and side events.
Mr Dimitris Spyrou finished Drama School and studied Cinema. He worked as an actor at the theatre, cinema and television, director’s assistant, screenwriter, director of
production, and the independent production company PHAOS FILM. He created the Olympia International Film Festival for Children and Young people and the “Neaniko
Plano”. He works on film distribution and production, book edition, and organizes the Festival, produces and distributes educational programs. He is involved in literature
and he is a collaborator in art and culture magazines.
Mr Karsten Xuereb, Researcher "Superintendence of Cultural Heritage in Malta", Part-time Lecturer in cultural policy and intercultural relations at the University of Malta.
Effective intercultural exchange in the Mediterranean may be of a small scale because sustained and sustainable. The speaker has worked both on large-scale projects as
well as ones of a smaller, less official and officious, dimension. He has carried out research with various cultural operators in the region, noticing how gaining greater
degrees of independence of thought and action, as well as autonomy in entering funding obligations, was challenging
I have been active in cultural relations, worked freelance with civil society organisations, and acted as culture attaché in Brussels for Malta. I currently lecture in cultural
policy, international relations and tourism, Uni of Malta. My articles and papers are accessible at https://culturalpolicy.blog/. I am a member of the steering committee of The
Phoenicians' Cultural Route of the Council of Europe http://fenici.net/en/ on behalf of the Maltese NGO Inizjamed, of the Brokering Intercultural Exchange Network, a
research network exploring the role of arts and cultural management https://managingculture.net/, of the UNESCO Chair of Intercultural Dialogue in the Mediterranean,
Mrs Aikaterini Dimitriadi, MA, Researcher on Cultural Diplomacy. In the destabilized global environment, where the roles of actors are constantly changing, there is a
significant shift towards rethinking the world as a battlefield of clashes and conflicts. In this perspective, culture and issues of a cultural nature seem to be gaining an ever
more political importance to address the global challenges particularly in the context of multilateral organisations. Such a development has brought to the fore the importance
of cultural diplomacy in foreign policy as a means to promote intercultural dialogue and mutual understanding.
Mrs Aikaterini Dimitriadi, a researcher on cultural diplomacy and the role of culture in international relations, works as an EFL teacher and translator. She has studied
Translation, European Studies, English Literature and holds an MA in International and European Studies, Uni of Athens. She completed the educational programme in
Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations, Academy of Cultural Diplomacy, Berlin. She served as a volunteer Manager and member of the Board of Directors of the
Hellenic Institute of Cultural Diplomacy, Athens.

Mrs Mariza Attia, (PhD Candidate) Theatre Studies NUA, Cultural Management and Marketing. The exploitation of marketing science can yield short and long-term positive
effects on the Economy of Culture. It is an almost “unexplored” scientific field in the fields of culture, with many extensions, which has the potential to contribute significantly to
the cultural and at the same time economic development of Greece. Through the intensive and systematic use of Marketing tools, the strategic map of synergies within and
outside the country will take the dimensions that can ensure the preservation and expansion of the cultural heritage internationally.
Mrs Mariza Attia is a PhD Candidate, Department of Theater Studies, School of Philosophy, Uni of Athens. Graduate of the Department of Marketing and Communication
(former Department of Operational Research and Marketing), Athens Uni of Economics and Business and of Higher Private Drama School. She continued with a postgraduate
programme at the Department of Theater Studies, Uni of Athens, and worked at the library of the same Department and as a Marketing and Communication Officer/ Manager.

Mr Stefano Vito Mongelli, Senior Project Manager, Mentor in Culture. Company presentation along with social and cultural heritage matters in relation to social awareness.
This presentation will be presented at the event minutes.

Mr Giorgos Katrougalos, Deputy. Minister of Foreign Affairs (to be confirmed).

H.E. Mr Omar Said Sultan, Ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan in the Hellenic Republic: “The Relations Between Civilisations and the Importance of
Cultural Exchanges”.
Dr Photini Papathedorou has a degree in Politics from the Law Faculty of the University of Athens. She holds an MA in International Journalism from the University of
London, and an MA in Higher Education from the Institute of Education, University of London. She also holds a PhD in Political Science and Journalism from Queen Mary
University of London. She worked for 15 years at the University of London as a lecturer and senior lecturer, and currently she is a life coach.

H.E. Mr Marwan Emile Toubassi, Ambassador, Embassy of the State of Palestine, The Palestinian Culture: a living process that uniquely determines the characteristics
of the Palestinian human identity of today. Its evolutionary traits are a function of internal and external geopolitical and economic developments over time and space.
Since the dawn of history, particularly from the 3rd Millennia B.C., the Land of Canaan, Palestine and the rest of the Levant, the cradle of the Palestinians, have been
simultaneously subjected to the cultures of Mesopotamia and Ancient Egypt. Palestine was the only land location linking Asia with Africa. The interaction between the
different cultures through trade, wars, and climatic changes in the ecosystem developed that of Palestine and shaped it through continuous socialization and
acculturation. This has been manifested in the accumulation of intellectual, spiritual, institutional, material legacy that kept transforming despite the maul of time and
foreign occupation forces. Language, Art, music, food, clothes, and all other social habits are symptoms that together are considered part and parcel of the Palestinian
identity today overcoming the efforts exerted by foreign invaders and settlers’ attempts since antiquity to rob their identity.
Notwithstanding many other cultural factors, Palestine, bequeathed to humanity two valuable legacies that made the world a more meaningful place to appreciate. The
Canaanite Letter, the Alphabets (popularly known as Phoenician Letter) and the spiritual legacy of the universal message of mercy, love and peace as in the Christian
paradigm, matured to replace the exclusive, tribal and more earthly paradigms prevailing at that time and precipitate until today. The Canaanite Letter together with the
Word were born in Palestine and nurtured through Hellenistic Greece, created a novel human spiritual and material Big Bang that revolutionized the world forever.
Mr Ferdinand Richard, Chairman of the Roberto Cimetta Fund. Long term good relationship between neighbors needs fair exchanges, therefore the “brain draining” of
creative and educated young elites is not pleading in favor of this positive equilibrium. What are the conditions for keeping regions and communities attractive to their own
children?
How can we collectively contribute to transforming each of our communities, here and there, including the poorest and most remote ones, in creative/exporting sources? In
the frame of the global competition on content industries, how to valorise at its best the creative potential of each of them, would it be made of heritage or innovation?
Ferdinand Richard, founder/director of the A.M.I. association (1985-2017), Marseille. As a local cultural development platform, this music-dedicated organisation proposes
training workshops, artists residences, festivals, a cultural micro-businesses incubator, initiated and led a consistent international cooperation program. Founder-member
of La Friche Belle-de-Mai/Marseille. President of The Roberto Cimetta Fund, dedicated to artists and cultural activists’ mobility in the Euro-Arab-Middle East relationship,
and founder-president of Global Grand Central. He is an expert for Mobility First!, the Asia Europe Foundation program dedicated to the artists’ and cultural professionals
mobility between Europe and Asia. He also was the first coordinator of the International Fund for Cultural Diversity/UNESCO experts panel

.

Mr PAVLOS KAVOURAS. In my presentation, I will talk about the interface between art and politics from the perspective of culture. As cultural experience oscillates
between aesthetics and spirituality, there should be a heightened awareness regarding the diverse expressions of any “art, culture and politics” orientations and initiatives
informed by and involved in promoting the idea of the “Mediterranean” as a distinctive entity in the contemporary world. The view that art and politics are intertwined in and
through culture is central in the work of heterogeneous groups working in relevant projects of various kinds.
Pavlos Kavouras, Professor of Cultural Anthropology of the Faculty of Music Studies, Uni of Athens. He is Director of the Ethnomusicology and Cultural Anthropology
Laboratory of the same Faculty, and holds a Professional Degree in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, Uni of Athens, and an MA in Applied Urban Anthropology,
City Uni of New York, and a PhD in Cultural Anthropology, The New School for Social Research of New York. Lecturer and Visiting Professor, UCLA, he has conducted
ethnographic field research in Greece, USA, Egypt and India.
Dr Belén Elisa Díaz, President -"Association Creative Spain Innovation in the network", Director - Master in Creative Economy, Rey Juan Carlos University and of the
Specialization in Creative Cities, Alcalá University. In an evolutive and mutant scenario like the current one, the debate about the Creative City resurfaces again. A new look
in search of its historical trajectory, swept in many cases by the processes of industrialization. In this context, Cultural Heritage is presented as something alive and
dynamic, in which the most experiential and emotional part takes on special relevance. A heritage not only material but also immaterial and digital. A Cultural Heritage that
is not presented only as a legacy of the past but as a resource of the present and our future,
Dr Belén Elisa Díaz, President of the Spain Creative Innovation Network Association, Director of the Forum and Network of Creative Cities and Territories of Spain. Creator
and Director of Uni Graduate Programs in Creative Economy and Creative Cities. Consultant in Creative Economy, Cultural and Urban Projects, Strategic Management of
Cities and Territorial Development. Career Officer in Excellence. Associate Professor of the Carlos III Uni, Organization of Companies and Applied Economics.
H.E. Mr Aleksandar Sunko, Ambassador, Embassy of Republic of Croatia “The Role of Culture in Branding a Nation”. In this media and internet dominated age, public
diplomacy is a challenge for many countries. In Croatia, as an independent nation for the last three decades, and a member of the EU since 2013, it has been recognized
that a concentrated effort is needed to distinguish the country, and to create a lasting impression of its identity in the world arena. Culture plays a crucial role in fulfilling this
task. To this end, specific incentives for cultural production which have been introduced by the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia, are already achieving tangible
results.

Dr Hussein Marie Mahmoud, Education and Cultural Attaché, Embassy of Egypt.

Dr Saleh Saadeh Jallad, Geopolitical Risk Expert & Publisher of MEES, Financial Consultant: Consolidated Contactors Group CCC.
The three pillars of the Sound Governance ideal develop with the consent of the members of a community through their pursuit of the collective objectives they aspire to
achieve. Such pillars are mutually inclusive and are firmly connected as the sides of a congruent triangle. They are identified as Participation in decision making,
Transparency in performance and Accountability by results. Any deviation in one will be on the account of the others. Sound Governance is a constant form as it is a most
perfect combination that secures the ultimate just environment for any interdependent community that wishes to achieve quality sustainability.
Dr Saleh Saadeh Jallad, Financial Consultant, Consolidated Contactors Group CCC, Athens. Experience include Consolidated Contractors Company, (CCC), Athens Group:
Vice President Treasury, Insurance and Governments Relations, Legal Representative of CCC with the Greek Authorities including Greek Courts, Board of Directors
Financial Committee, Member of the Executive Board, Operational Committee, Member of the Board of Companies Owned by CCC, Deputy Governor “Arab Monetary Fund,
Abu Dhabi”. Assistant Professor at Indiana Uni, South Bend Campus, Assistant Treasurer at First National Bank of Chicago and N.Y. Chairman and C.E.O, Middle East
Petroleum and Energy, Publisher, Chairman and C.E.O: Middle East Energy & Finance Cyprus. Author of the books: 1. “The Fables of Kalīlah and Dimnah”, 2. “The
Pedagogy of Arab Leadership”, 3. “The Pedagogy of Arab Governance”, 4. “Publications and Presentations”.
Mr Panayiotis Neufelt, Founder-Chairman, Arts Council of Greece and International Independent Arts Council (NGO Consortium).
"Culturalising Democracy & Democratising Culture"
Α self-started, well organised and business aware Director and Leader, with a wealth of Corporate and NGO experience. He has a background as an aesthetics analyst
and a theatre director, event designer, conference director, market analyst, client negotiator, contract analyst, aviation specialist and problem solver. Panayiotis studied
Theatre, Aviation and Economics and also worked as policy and political adviser to Political Parties, Parliament Members, Party Leaders and Prime Ministers in Greece
and abroad. Panayiotis is the organiser of the “Exodus” initiative (Promoting Greece Internationally). In Aviation, he produced a proposed system called the Maintenance,
Evaluation and Survey System for the Airside (MESSA-CIS).

Mr Nikiforos Spathopoulos was born in London and lives in France. He studied law at Queen Mary, University of London and recently completed his Masters
(LLM) in Public International Law at Leiden University, The Netherlands.
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CONFERENCE AGENDA - 6th OCTOBER
BY REGISTRATION ONLY
FOR DELEGATES AND GENERAL PUBLIC
ENTRY ONLY WITH ID – PLEASE HAVE YOUR ID READY

09:00-10:00 Registration
Members of the Arts Council of Greece and other Delegates.
Presentation of a 3D short digital film documentary titled “Alexandria of Oxus,
Ai Khanum”, Afghanistan.
10:00-10:30 Welcome Greetings: Member of the Board of Directors of the Arts Council of
Greece.
Mr Giorgos Katrougalos, Deputy. Minister of Foreign Affairs (to be confirmed).
H.E. Mr Omar Said Sultan, Ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan in
the Hellenic Republic: “The Relations Between Civilisations and the Importance of
Cultural Exchanges”.
3rd Module: Coordination: Dr Photini Papatheodorou, Sociology, Politics,
Geopolitical Strategy and Media Specialist.
10:30-10:45 1st Presentation: H.E. Mr Marwan Emile Toubassi, Ambassador, Embassy of the
State of Palestine, “The Palestinian Culture: a living process”
10:45-11:00 2nd Presentation: Mr Ferdinand Richard, Chairman of the Roberto Cimetta Fund,
“Culture at the heart of local development, local development at the heart of
international relations”.
11:00-11:15 3rd Presentation: Dr Pavlos Kavouras, Professor of Cultural Anthropology &
Ethnomusicology, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens, " Art, culture and
politics in and through the “Mediterranean”: Orientations and initiatives".
11:15-11:30 4th Presentation: Dr Belén Elisa Díaz, President -"Association Creative Spain
Innovation in the network", Director - Master in Creative Economy, Rey Juan Carlos
University and of the Specialization in Creative Cities, Alcalá University, “Rethinking
the Creative City from its historical trajectory and cultural heritage”.
11:30-11:33 3rd Intervention: To be announced.
11:35-12:00 Interventions - Discussion
12:00-12:30 Break
4th Module
12:30-12:45 1st Presentation: H.E. Ambassador Mr Aleksandar Sunko, Republic of Croatia
“The Role of Culture in Branding a Nation”.
12:45-13:00 2nd Presentation: Dr Hussein Marie Mahmoud, Education and Cultural Attaché,
Embassy of Egypt.
13:00-13:15 3rd Presentation: Dr Saleh Saadeh Jallad, Geopolitical Risk Expert & Publisher of
MEES, Financial Consultant: Consolidated Contactors Group CCC, “Comparative
Governance and Leadership in MENA Region” (Cultural Sustainability)
13:15-13:30 4th Presentation: Mr Nikiforos F. Spathopoulos, MΑ in Public International Law,
"The Protection of Cultural Artifact during Warfare".
13:30-13:45 5th Presentation: Mr Panayiotis Neufelt, Founder and Chairman, Arts Council of
Greece and International Independent Arts Council (NGO Consortium),
"Culturalising Democracy & Democratising Culture".
13:55-14:00 Interventions-Discussion-Conclusion
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AND CREATIVE ECONOMY AND DEVELOPMENT, ATHENS
9th ICCEDA ATHENS - 5-6 OCTOBER 2018
ACROPOLIS MUSEUM AND ACROPOLIS GUIDED TOUR
CONFERENCE AGENDA - 7th OCTOBER
STRICTLY BY INVITATION, RESERVATION AND RSVP
FOR HONORARY GUESTS, OFFICIALS, DELEGATES, SPEAKERS AND MEMBERS

09:00 - 10:00

Gathering: Members of the Arts Council of Greece and other Delegates from
Supporting Organisations (R.S.V.P).

10:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 14:00

Meeting at the Acropolis Museum Entrance - Sightseeing and Guided Tour to the
Acropolis.
Guided Tour to the Acropolis Museum.

14:00 - 16:00

Coffee Break and Farewell Meeting.

